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ABSTRACT
Thepresent researchdeals with the experimenlalresults concerningmean
velocity and temperatureficlds for fully developedturbulent flow through an
asymmetricallyheated smooth square duct with constant heat flux boundary
from the bottom wall. The experimentwascatied out in the Reynoldsnumber
range Sxlf 4.e4xlf
. It is seenthat the mean velocilltproftles near the wull
bulge towardsthe corner al.ongthe corner bisectorsand depressnear the side
wall along the wall bisectorsproducing saddle shapeform instead of normal
parabolic form. This indicatesthe presenceof secondaryflow and its effects
gradually increqsesfrom centre towards the side wall of duct as the saddle
shape behavior of the profiles becomesmore and more prominent with the
decreasein wall distance. This nature of vel.ocityprofiles greatly influences the
temperature distribution in the flow field producing lower valaes of @/@"near
the wall. However the influence of Reynoldsnumber on temperature is 25
percent of that on velocity,In spiteof this dffirential influence the correlation
betweenthe velocity ratio, u/u, and the temperatureratio, @/@,cumesfall on a
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straight line indicating their similurities. But due to presence of secondary
velocity the conelqtion remains valid up to u/u,<0.85 in the regiort y/B<0.52.
Near the wall i.e., y/B>0.52 secondary velocity changes the correlation
constants. All the temperature profiles for dffirent Reynolds number nterge
together near the heated waII confirming the steady state heat flow from the
wall to the flowing fluid. The semi logarithmic plots of universal velocity, u"*
vs. Z* and temperature T,* vs. Z* for each locations of y/B show that they lie on
a straight line indicating the presence universal velocity distribution in the logIaw -region, region 3 0 4. I 50.
Keywords: Mean velctcity, developed, asymtnetricallT,, sacldle shape, and
secondarltflow.

1 INTRODUCTION
Many irrvestigatorsshow that the flow in noncircularducts is accompanied
with secondaryf'low. This secondaryflow not only reducesvolumetric f'low rate
but also distorts the axial velocity field which in turn distorts the temperature
field, [3|, [5|. The secondaryflow producesan increasein the wall sheal stress
towards the corners and significant influence on heat transfer at the walls. Until
recently, experimental investigations of these cases were confined to
comparativelysimple caseswith symmetricalboundary conditions. Studies of
similar detail are very few in more complicated geometries with dissimilar
boundary conditions. A brief literature survey indicates the lack of reliable
experimental data on both velocity and temperature profiles in a square duct
heated asymmetrically with constant heat flux boundary condition. An
experimental study on forced convective heat transf'erfbr smooth duct has been
carried ollt fbr ten Reynolds numbers varying from 5xlOa to lxl0s in the
developed region. The object is to provide a good understanding and to obtain
correlations, including Prandtl number as a variable parameterthat can be used
fbr improved numerical analysis and for better design of equiprnents fbr
engineeringapplications[2].
Several researchelsmeasuredthe primary flow velocity and got some r"rseful
resr-rlts
fbr a fully developedflow in a pipe [4], t6l, t8l, [4]. There are a f'ew
experimentaldata availahlefbl a fully developedflow through noncirculardLrcts
[8]. The turbulentf'low as well as the temperaturefield in non-circularducts is
influenced by the existence of the secondary f1ow, [5], [7]. Though the
magnitude of this secondary flow is a small percentage of the primary flow
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velocity,of the order of 2 to 3 percent,its influenceon the flow and temperature
fields in the duct cannotbe ignored,[3], [6], [3]. This is why theseflows and
corresponding
temperaturefields have attractedinterestnot only for the light
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Figure 1: SchematicDiagramof the Setup
they shedon fluid dynamics,but also in relationto the augmentationof heat
transfer,t3l t9l. The existing correlationson heat transferfor turbulentflow of
air thror.rgh
ductsareobtainedassumingPrandtl'snumberasa constant
parameter.The present experimentalstudy shows that the Prandtl's number
dropswith the increaseof both the temperatllreof flowing air through the duct
andthe Reynoldsnumber.It alsodropswith locationof positionsfrom the centre
towardsthe sidewalls of theduct [2].
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2 EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND TEST PROCEDURES
The experimental set up has been made and sensingprobes are installed in it
and these are connected with a high speed digital computer measuling
instruments.A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is illustrated in the
Fig.1. Hydrodynamicallyfully developedvelocity profiles are attained at abut
50D=2-500mm downstream from the dr-rctentrance il31. The test section of the
dLrctof length 4869 mm having inner cross section area of 50 mm x 50 mm
consistsof heatedportion of length 1833mm and unheatedportion of 3036 mm.
The unheated portion of the duct serves to establish hydro dynamically fully
developed f'low at the entranceto the heated section. In order to minimize any
possible end effects to be transmitted at the working section, a smooth duct of
length 1120 mm having the same cross sectionaldimensions as that of test
section is attached at the downstream end of the heated test portion i.e.,
x=95.22D mm downstreamfiom the unheatedsection.At the working section, at
x=34.50D mm (=1725 mm) clownstreamfrom the leading edge of the heated
portion of the test section, the flow is assr.rmed
to be fLrlly developed both hydro
d y n a m i c a l l ya n d t h e r m a l l y| 1 0 1a n d l l 4 l .
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Figure 2: Illustratingthe CrosssectionalView of Duct.
Fig.2 illustrates the details of the cross sectional view of the heated test
section.Two side walls of the entire test duct are made fiom bakelite sheet of l2
mm thick to provide both the high strength and to ensure no leakage of current.
The top wall is made from transparentPlexiglas plate of thickness 12 mm in
order to provide optical access for observation and necessary adjustment of
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probes. The movement of the probe is controlled by an electrical circuit which
provides signals when it just touches bottom heated wall. The entire test dnct
except the top wall is enclosedin glass wool to minimize heat loss. The filtered
air at room temperature is drawn into the straight square test duct through the air
filter followed by inlet parabolic nozzle in order to establish uniform velocity.
Only the bottom wall is heatedelectrically [1]. The heating effect is symmetrical
about z-axis but non-symmetric about x- and y- axes, Fig.3. The presenceof the
bottom heated wall createssemi asymmetric flow field. To maintain a constant
heat flux a voltage stabilizer followed by a voltage regulator, both having lkW
capacity is used for constantpower supply to the heater.The flat nichrome wire
of size 28 SWG having the resistanceof 9.8097 Q/m is used to achieve uniform
wall temperaturecondition. As the thermoconpleis attachedintrinsically with the
pitot static tube, the measurementsof both the velocity and the temperature of the
air flowing through the duct are taken simultaneously. Thermocouples are used
to measure both wall and air temperature. Two pressure tapings one at the entry
and the other at the working section i.e., x=95.22D mm (=476lmm) downstream
from the leading edge of the test section are used for the static pressure drop
measurement.

y=0,3,8,
13,18,21,23
mrn

Fig: 3 GeometricParameters
and Wall CoordinateSystem

Fig:4Dotsrepresents
105probe
positionsin spaceat eachlocation

3 MEASUREMENT SYSTBM
The coordinate system, and the flow direction are schematically shown in
Fig3. The time mean velocity and the static pressureare measured by the United
Sensor(USA) pitot static tube of 1.6 mm outer diameter with a Fnrnace Controls
Ltd. (U.K), pressuretransducer(model MDC FC001 and FC0l2 and a Keithly
(USA) digital micro-voltmeter with a data logger system (model 2426). The
signals of the pitot static tube are transmittedto pressuretransducerthrough 1.4
mm bore flexible tygon tubing. The signals of the digital micro-voltmeter
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coffespond to the velocity head of the pitot static tube. Before starting the
experiment, the output voltage for the pressuretransducerfor different range of
scaleis calibratedin the calibrationrig with a Dwyer (USA) slack vertical water
tube manometerfor the velocity and with an Ellison (USA) inclined manometer,
using Kerosene of specific gravity 0.1934, for static pressuremeasurement.For
the measurementof all signals with micro-voltmeter, integration times of about
30 secondsare used. The bottom wall temperaturesare measuredby 24 copper
constant thermocouplesdistributed along the entire length of the heated portion.
The air temperatureentering and leaving the heatedportion are also measuredby
two thermocouples.
Since the duct is heated asymmetricallyat the bottom wall only, it is
symmetric about z-axis but asymmetric abor.rt the y-axis Fig.3. The
measurements are taken only in one half of the cross section about the
symmetrical axis as shown in Fig.4, which representthe flow characteristicsof
the entire duct. Measurementsare made at the section x=34.5D downstream from
the leading edge of the heated section i.e. x=94.-56Dfrom the unheated section.
In this positionboth velocity and temperaturefields can be consideredto be fully
developed,[01. The time mean velocity and temperaturesof air are measured
within the region of -25mm<252-5 mm (i.e. -1!z/B<l ) and 0<y<23 mm
(i.e.0Sy/8S0.92)at 7 diff'erentlocationsof y/B=0.0, 0.12, 0.32, 0.52, 0.12, 0.84,
and 0.92 in the cross section. The time mean velocity and the temperature are
calculated from the probability distribution function of the measurements
recordedby the data logger. There are typically 105 measurementpoints in space
at each measuringlocation and a total of 105x7=735points in spacefor half of
the cross section of the dr"rctwhich representsthe data for the entire duct cross
section [2]. The measurementsare taken fbr l0 different Reynolds number
v a r y i n gb e t w e e n5 x I 0 r < R e <I x l 0 s .
The correspondingstatisticalerror is between0.55 to 1.85 percent in the time
mean velocity and between 1.23 to 2.06 percent in the temperature. The
scatteringof the wall temperaturemeasurementis found to be between 2.0 to 3.5
percent and the uniformity of the wall temperatrre distribution is considered to
be satisfactory, [3]. The time mean velocity measurements are repeated
whenever error or doubtful situations occurred to ensrlre that the measured
resultsare repeatable.

4 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The local time mean velocity and temperaturefields obtained for a turbulent flow
through an asymmetrically heated smooth squareduct with constant heat flux as
theboundary
conditionarediscussed
brieflybelow:
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4.1 Local time mean velocityprofiles
To get the over view regardingthe magnitudes
and the distributionsof local
profiles
time mean velocity
are drawn for the lowest and highest Reynolds
numbersas shownin Fig.SaandFig.Sb respectively.The presenceof the bottom
heatedwall createsasymmetricflow field. The velocity profiles in the region
0(y<8 mm show the usual parabolicform having the rnaximumnear the centre
slightly towardsthe heatedwall insteadof occuningat the axis of symmetryz=0.
And this peaksimultaneouslybecomeslessprominentand vanishesas the profile
moves towardsthe sidewalls.The velocity profiles at locationsy<8 mm are
different from thosenearthe sidewallbecauseof the fact that thereis no bulging
in theseprofiles indicatinglittle influenceof secondaryvelocity on local primary
velocity in the centralregion of the duct. Near the sidewally>8 mm the profiles
show their saddle shapeform in the region from z=-23 mm near the heated
bottom wall to z=1-l mm nearthe top unheatedwall. The secondaryflow canies
the high velocity flow from the centertowardsthe corner increasingthe local
primary velocity therebycreatingthis shapeof the profiles.Thus the streamwise
local flow velocity profiles bulge out towards the comer along the corner
bisectorsand depresstowardsthe duct centrealongthe wall bisectorsproducing
saddle like shape indicating the effects of secondaryflow. These effects
graduallyincreasenear the side walls. Thus,towardsside walls the secondary
velocity on the local primary velocity profiles becomes more and more
prominentand the saddleshapeform of profiles from its usual parabolicform
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characterizesthe influence of secondary flow. The gradients of local velocity
profiles near the heated wall become steepernear the side wall. It is clearly seen
that the local velocity gradient is steepernear the bottom heated wall than that
near the top unheatedwall,
Fig.Sc shows the local time mean velocity profiles at different Reynolds
nnmber. The local velocity profiles shift upward as well as become steeperwith
increaseof Reynolds of nr"rmber.In this investigation it has been for-rndthat with
57.44 percent increase of Reynolds number the heated wall temperature is
dropped by 15.09 percent while the average of local time mean velocity
increasedby 61.59 percent.
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4.2 Local Mean Temperature Profiles
Fig.6a and Fig.6b show the distributionsof local temperatureprofiles for the
lowest and highest Reynolds number. The local temperature profile remains
constant in the top half cross seclion of the duct i.e., in the region 25>z>0 mm,
equal to that of the entry temperatureof air at the leading edge of the heated test
section. This means that this region, 25>z>Omm of the duct behaves like a flat
plate. From approximately z<5 mm the temperatrlreof air starts increasing at the
increasingrate until the bottom heatedwall where the maximum temperatureis
reached.The Fig.6a and Fig.6b also show that the temperature profiles in the
region -22<z<0 mm neat the heated bottom wall are distorted because of the
strong influence of the secondaryflow enhancingturbulence intensity and hence
the more heat transfer taking place in this region. This effect is greater at higher
Reynoldsnumber.
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Fig.6c shows the comparison of the average of the local temperature profiles
for ten different Reynolds number. During the experiment the room
temperatlrre varies from 2433oC to 29.47oCbecauseof the uncontrolled room
temperature. Despite a wide variation in the inlet air temperature, all the
temperatrlre profiles near the heated bottom wall merge together which confirms
that the heat extraction by flowing air from the heated wall is completed. At
higher Reynolds number both the average of the time mean velocity and the
temperatllreprofiles shift upwards indicating enhancetransfer of momentum and
energy, and hence increase of convective heat transfer coefficients with the
increase of surf'acefriction. This is because the viscosity increases with the
increase of the Reynolds number as well as with the location of probe positions
of y from the centre of the duct towards side walls [2]. In this investigation it has
been found that with 57.44 percent increase of Reynolds number the heated wall
temperature is dropped by 15.09 percent while the average of local temperature
is increasedby 16.72Vc.

4.3 Normalized Local Time Mean Velocity Profiles
At the measuringsectionx = 34.50D,the local time meanvelocities,u at
different probe positionsare normalizedby the centralvelocity uc at z=0 as u/n".
Similarly the wall distance,z is normalizndby the half width of the duct's
dimensionB = D/2 as z/8, [l0]. The plots of n/n. vs. zlB for different y/B
locationsgeneratethe normalizedlocal time meanvelocity profiles.
The normalizedlocal time mean velocity profiles in wall coordinateare
shown in Figs.Tato 7j, fbr the smoothduct fbr ten different ReynoldsNumbers
varying in the range of 5xl0a to lxl05. As the flow is asymmetricthe
measurements
are takenfrom the heatedwall to the oppositeunheatedwall at
sevensidewall distancesof y/B. The correspondingprofiles of all thesefigures
exhibit the similar characteristics
with differentmagnitudesof variations.The
normalizedlocal time meanvelocityprofilesin theregionaty/B<0.32 showthe
usual parabolic form having the maximum near the centre.These profiles are
showinglittle or no influenceof secondary
flow on axial velocity.The velocity
gradientsnearthe bottom heatedwall arehigherthanthosenearthe top unheated
wall. This is becauseof the reasonsdiscussed
abovein $ 4.L But as the position
of y/B moves towards sidewall the secondaryvelocity on the velocity profiles
becomesmoreand moreprominentandthe saddleshapeform of profiles from its
usualparabolicform characterizes
its influence.
Figs.ga showsthe water fall plot of the averageof the time mean velocity
profiles at each ReynoldsNumber for a clear view. Their characteristics
are
similarto thatexplainedabovein Fig.Sc,$ 4.1.
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4.4 NormalizedLocal TemperatureProfiles
The difference between wall temperatureT* and f'luid temperatureT at any
wall distanceinside the duct, i.e., O = (T* - T), is normalizedby O. = (T* - T.),
where,T. is the 11uidtemperatureat the centerof the dLrctas (O/@.), ll0l. These
normalized temperatureprofiles are advantageonsfor the reasonsas discussed
in the $4.2 fbr normalized local time mean velocity profiles.
The normalized local temperature profiles at different y/B locations are
shown in Fig.8a to 8j fbr ten difTerent Reynolds number varying between
5x101<Re<lxl0s. Normalized local temperatrlreprofiles of smooth dr.rctshow
that @/@,increaseswith increasingrate up to the center of the duct and above
zlB>0. the @/@.of air remains nearly the same as that of inlet air showing
negligible efTectof heating. The shapeof the profiles above the central part of
the dr.rctare similar to that over the flat plate having little effect of walls and the
secondaryflow or"rtheir shape. It is found that the major rise of temperatule is
found to take place in the region -1.0>z/B>0.
Comparing the normalized local time mean local velocity curves of Fig.7a to
7j with the local normalized temperaturecurves of Fig.8a to 8j, it is seenthat the
local velocitiesprofiles in the regionsy/B>O.32show its bulging out towardsthe
region 2/$=(-Q.88+0.04)i.e., near the bottom heatedwall as well as in legion
zlB=(0.64+0.04) i.e., near the unheatedtop wall becauseof strong influence of
secondaryflow along the corner bisector of the dr.rctand also the effect of heat
transfer fiom the bottom wall. These bulging or.rtshapesof the velocity profiles
positively inf'luencethe temperatureprofiles carrying high temperature air fi'om
the heated wall to this zone producing lower valiles of O/O. these zones. This
eft'ect is reflected on the temperatureprofiles showing lower values of @/O. as the
temperaturesof the flowing air increase,Fig: 8a to 8j. At the bottom heated wall
profiles merge togetherconfirming the saturationof heat transfer
the temperatr.rre
at eachReynoldsNumber.
Fig.9b shows the waterfall plot of the averageof the normalized local time
mean temperature profiles for ten Reynolds number. Their characteristics are
similar to that explainedabovein Fig.6c, in $4.2.
4.5 Correlations between Local Time Mean Velocity and Temperature
Profiles
Fig.lOa to l0j show the similarity betweenthe non-dimensionalvelocity and
the temperatureflelds fbr constantReynolds number. If the velocity profile is in
perfect agreement with that of the temperature profile then the conelation
follows the straight line, [41. Accordingly, it is plausible that the more the
velocity, u/u. correlates with the temperature,O/@. the more complete is the
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similarlybetweenvelocityandtemperature
fields,[0]. The presentcorrelations
curves fall on straight lines very close to each other demonstratinggood
correlationbetweentemperatureand velocity fields for the range of Reynolds
numberstudied.The ratiosof u/u",correlateswith thoseof @/@"up to u/u"<0.85,
suggestingthe similarity betweenthe velocity and the temperaturefields in the
region ylB<0.52but in the regionylB>052 the ratiosof u/u.correlateswith @/@"
up to u/u"<0.75becauseof the effect of secondaryflow and heatextractionfrom
the bottomheatedwall. The corresponding
ratiosof @/@"
are smallerthan those
of u/u. ratios.
Fig.ll showthe comparisonof averagecorrelationsbetweenthe velocity and
temperaturefields for each Reynoldsnumber.In the presentinvestigationthe
slopesof thecurveslie between1.431and1.135.
Waterfall plot with total Y offret 60Voand X offset l07o
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Figs:9aand 9b illustratethe effectsof ReynoldsNumber on average
of normalizedtime meanlocal velocity and temperatureprofiles
In a similarexperimentHirotaetal I I I ] foundthe slopeof I .34of similarplot
for Reynoldsnumber6.5x104.The presentvaluesalso very closeto the slopes
found by Yokosawetal [16] for smoothduct.Theseslopesindicatethe degreeof
similarity between the temperature and velocity fields. In the present
investigation
theaverageof thelocalmeancorrelations
curvesis obtained:
=
(
@/@" 1.287 u/u") 0.3l6
for 5x104<Re<1x105
and u/u,.<0.80.
(Fig.11)
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5 Universal Velocity and TemperatureDistributions
As both the time meanvelocity andtemperatureof a heatedflow field are of
their plots
somepolynomialfunctionof the wall distanceand wall temperature,
of the flow field. The
in simplelinearscaleshowsin general,the characteristic
shapeof the velocityprofile in any smoothwall flow field is greatlyinfluenced
by the secondaryflow, the wall shearstressTw and the air densityp. This is
which
becausewith the increaseof air temperature
the viscosityof air increases
intern increasesthe shearstressand decreases
the air density[21.Thus for the
samepressuredifferencethe velocity of the air continuesto acceleratewith the
increaseof air temperature.The universalvelocity and temperaturedistributions
are shown in Figs.l2a to Fig.l2j for the Reynoldsnumberstudied.In these
figures, the experimentalvaluesfor different y/B locationsare plotted and their
correlations for each Reynolds Number are shown by the solid lines. The
correlationsshow nearly the sameslope as found by the other researcherse.g.,
[7], tl0l, tlll. ) The semilogarithmicplotsof universalvelocity,u-* for each
locationsof y/B show that they lie on a straightline indicatingthat the present
experimentaldata obeys the universal velocity distribution law. As shown in
thesefigurcs the turbulent part of the wall region 30<2+<250, the local time
mean velocity profiles are in good agreementwith the logarithmic law of
velocityprofilesproposedby the publisheddataof Sarnecki(Patel,1965)[0],
Nikuradse,
1932[0], Subramanian,
1981[5].
The resultsof T.* for each locationof y/B fall on a straightline in the
turbulent part of the wall region 30<Z*<250where the inner law is generally
valid, [9] and [l0] but there is a dissimilaritywith the publisheddata. The
published rata are found to be on higher level than the present work. This
differencehowever decreaseswith the increaseof Reynolds number. The
differencesin resultsmay be due to the fact that in their caseall the four walls of
their test ductswere heatedwhile in the presentexperimentonly the bottom wall
is heated.Also the variationsmay be due to the differentexperimentalsetupand
methodologyaswell asthedifferentboundaryconditions,t7l tl0l.
Fig.l3a and Fig.l3b show the comparisonsof correlationsfor the universal
velocity and temperatureprofiles for each Reynolds number studied. In the
presentinvestigations
it is found that thesecorrelationsfall very closeto each
other in straightlines in the turbulentpart of the wall region 30<2*<250. Hence
thesecorrelationsare in good agreement
with the logarithmiclaws of universal
profiles.The semi-logarithmic
laws obtainedfrom the
velocityand temperature
presentexperimental
investigation
areasfollows:
u,* = 5.650 logtoz*+ 5.211 for 5xl0a<Re<lxlOsand constantheat flux,
(Fig.l3a) (2)
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heat flux,

T,' = 4.638log,,Z*-o.464f or 5x10a<Reclxl0s and constant
(Fig.13b)(3)
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6 CONCLUSIONS
In the presentexperimentalinvestigationsemi-asymmetric(symmetricabout
z-axisbut asymmetricabouty-axis)flow field is obtainedby heatingbottomwall
of the duct. To obtain a fully developedsemi-asymmetricflow field the heated
part of the duct is placed at 60.72D downstreamfrom the entrance of the
symmetricduct. This ensuresthe developedsymmetric flow condition at the
entry of the heatedduct. Again measurements
are taken in the cross sectionat
34.50Ddownstreamfrom the entry of the heatedduct. This distanceensuresthe
fully developedsemi-asymmetricflow condition in the test section. From the
measurement
and subsequentlyanalyzingthe resultsfollowing conclusionsmay
be made:
(i)
The flow field becomesfully developedin the measuringsection.
(ii)
The meanvelocity andtemperatureprofilesobey the universallog law.
(iiD
The influenceof the heatedwall on the flow field is confinedwithin the
lowerhalf (-1SzlBS0)crosssectionof theduct.
(iv)
The influence of the secondaryflow is prorninentnear both the walls
(heatedand unheated)and its effe6t gradually diminishestowards the
centre.
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(v)

All the temperature profiles merge together near the heated wall
indicating the steady stateheat flow condition from the heated surface to
the flowing air.

(vi)

Heat transfer rate fi'om the heated wall to the flowine air increaseswith
the increaseof Reynolds number

(vii)

In the f'low field a satisfactory corelation between the velocity and
temperature field exists. However due to the influence of secondary
velocity the corelation is affectednear the walls.
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